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The days may go wrong,
Perhaps everyone may turn around,
I may not walk for a while
To the path I chose before,
My heart may feel tinged,
My soul may feel sore,
My mind may stuck in failure,
But I have promised to my Self
I would choose to smile.

It may get hard to look up,
It may sound something impossible,
It may feel not okay,
It may feel perhaps the worst,
It may feel being alone,
It may feel a harsh tone,
But I have promised to my Self
I would choose to smile.

It may feel like a race,
It may feel I cannot keep the pace,
It may feel left behind,
It may feel hard to be kind,
But I have promised to my Self
I would choose to smile.

It may seem the darkest night,
It may feel hardest morning,
It may appear being trapped
In the bed like dead
It may feel exhausting fight,
But I have promised to my Self
I would choose to smile.